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Custom Bobo Balloon with Cartoon Sticker 

China Borun Balloon Factory has accepted custom 

Bobo balloon with cartoon sticker for more than 10 

years after the establishment of Qianjia balloon 

brand. Every year, Borun Balloon factory provides 

customers with more than 50 million sets of 

custom Bobo balloon with cartoon sticker, and 

provides customers with more than 500 kinds of 

customized Bobo balloon solutions. Borun Balloon 

factory has independent production equipment to 

manufacture custom Bobo balloon with cartoon 

sticker in China. The custom Bobo balloon with cartoon sticker is low and the quality is 

high. We can provide customers with custom Bobo balloon with cartoon sticker free 

samples, and accept orders after passing the inspection. 

 

 

Product Description 

Many customers have been wholesale custom Bobo balloon with cartoon sticker in Borun 

Balloon factory for many years. They are our partners. Before the production of Bobo balloon 

with cartoon sticker in Borun Balloon factory, they always purchased rose Bobo balloons. They 

always believe that the Qianjia brand of Borun Balloon factory is the weathervane leading the 

Bobo balloon market. 

  

Custom Bobo balloon with cartoon sticker is a more simple and lower cost than rose Bobo 

balloon, but more diversified balloon products. After the customer receives the goods, the 

cartoon stickers and Bobo balloons are not one, and you can choose whether you need LED 

lights when ordering. Usually customers will have their own favorite cartoon or animal patterns, 

we can provide customers with detailed sticker production according to the effect map 

provided by customers. 

  

In China Borun Balloon manufacturer, you can realize one-stop balloon procurement, we have 

sufficient inventory and top balloon manufacturer strength. In addition, our professional 

business team can help you with your product sales. We have been the balloon supplier for 

Amazon, AliExpress, ebay and other e-commerce platforms for more than 8 years, and we can 

solve all the platform rules for your online sales.If you want to wholesale latest balloon 

products, you can contact Borun Balloon factory directly through email, Whats App or phone, 

we will let you purchase the cheap balloon 
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